On The Altar Shroyer Farm - Summer of 1936
Row I: Johnny Abbett, Robert Pape, Donald Benitz, Helen Benitz, Myrtle Ruhnke, _____Abbett, , Grandma Sarah Gutzman, James Lynn, Shelby Smith, Jack Lynn, Nelita June Benitz

Row 2: Grant Benitz, Alto Benitz, Nellie Willard Benitz/ Pearl Benitz Ruhnke, _____Ruhnke, ?, ?, Minnie Benitz Pape, Justine Pape SNYDER, Carl, Snyder, ?, Frank Peel, ?, Stella Benitz LYNN, James Lynn, SR. David Benitz, _____Ruhnke.

Row 3: the last from the right end, beginning left: Theresia Benitz PEEL, Max Benitz, Genieve Pape, ?

In the yard of the Alto Benitz farm southwest of Wathena, Kansas about 1936.
Left to Right:

George Wm. Benitz (1878 to 1947); Julius Benitz 1883-194?); Estelle Benitz LYNN (1890-195?); Wilhelmine (Minnie) Benitz PAPE: (1886-1957); Sarah Sinker Benitz; Thersia Benitz PEEL (1892-1974); Alto Richard Benitz (1882-1959); Pearl Benitz RUHNKE (dates??); Bertha Benitz ABBETT (1887-1931-killed in car accident south of Alto Benitz farm).

Picture about 1895
The father and husband, William Albert Benitz, had been killed in a horse-drawn wagon accident in 1892.